ACLA 110: Classic Roots: Great Ideas of Greece and Rome
ACLA 134: History of Ancient Rome
ACLA 207: Egyptian Archaeology (AARH) (AR, HU)
ACLA 208: Greek Archaeology (AARH) (AR, HU)
ACLA 209: Roman Archaeology (AARH) (AR, HU)
ACLA 302: Villanovans, Etruscans, and Early Rome (AARH)
AFRE 201: Perspectives on the French World (HU, IP)
AFRE 202: French Literature
AFRE 208: Haiti through Film and Literature
AFRE 218: Contemporary France (TFRE) (IP)
AFRE 238: Great Classics of French Cinema (AARH)
AFRE 270: Beginning French for Business
AFRE 281: French Canada through Film and Literature
AFRE 315: Introduction to French Cinema (AR)
AFRE 338: French Cinema and Society (AR, HU)
AFRE 341: Introduction to Global French Studies (HU, IP)
AFRE 355: Contemporary French Society and Culture (IP)
AFRE 360: Social and Cultural History of France (IP)
AFRE 361: Readings in French Literature (HU)
AFRE 365: Contemporary French Media
AFRE 406: French Linguistics: Morphology and Syntax
AFRE 415: French Cinema and Society
AFRE 430: Translation
AFRE 455: Life and Letters
AFRE 460: Art and Society in Early Modern France (AARH 450)
AFRE 461: Classics of Literature in French
AFRE 470: French for Business
AFRE 481: Francophone Cultures

AGOG 365: Geography of Europe
AITA 313: Throughout the Ages: Gender, Ideas, and Writing in Italy from 1100 to 1900
AITA 315: Italian Civilization: From the Etruscans to Galileo (HU, IP)
AITA 316: Contemporary Italy: From the Unification to the Present
AITA 318: Italian Cinema
AITA 325: The Italian Short Story
AITA 350: Contemporary Italian Society (IP)
AITA 441: Women, Men, Love, and Politics of the Italian Renaissance
ALLC 275: European Cinema and Society
ARUS 161: Russian Civilization
ARUS 162: Contemporary Russia
ARUS 251: Masterpieces of 19th Century Russian Literature
ARUS 252: Masterpieces of 20th Century Russian Literature
ARUS 253: Late Soviet-Period Russian Literature
ARUS 280: Soviet and Russian Cinema